2019 QUIZ for RULES 1, 3, 4
MEMBER VERSION
KEYS
Team A or Team B is designated as A or B
Team A or Team B's 45 yard-lines, example: A-45 or B-45
Player A or B's number is 40, example: A40 or B40
Second down and 6 yards to go for A at the B 23 yard-line, example: A, 2/6, B-23
The Kicking or Receiving teams are designated as K or R
Team K or Team R's 45 yard-lines, example: K-45 or R-45
Player K or R's number is 65, example: K65 or R65
Fourth down and 12 yards to go for K at the R 45 yard-line, example: K, 4/12, R-45
BSB - blind side block
NZ - neutral zone
BIB - block in the back
UC - unsportsmanlike conduct
KCI - kick catch interference
PSK - post-scrimmage kick
FBZ - free blocking zone
UC – unsportsmanlike conduct

LOS - line of scrimmage
ENZ - expanded neutral zone
OPI / DPI - offensive / defensive pass interference
OB - out of bounds
ES - enforcement spot
SKF - scrimmage kick formation
BBW - block or blocking below the waist
EXC - exception

1. K, 4/6, R-18. K5 attempts a field goal. The kick is partially blocked behind the line and hits the ground
at the R-6. The ball is muffed by R14 at the R-2 and rolls into the end zone where K86 recovers the
ball. (4-2-2d1)
a. Touchdown for K
b. R, 1/10, R-20
c. R, 1/10, R-18
2. A, 1/10, A-25. A14 runs to the A-30 and fumbles. The ball is muffed by B12 at the A-32 and the ball
rolls out of bounds at the A-36. (4-3-1)
a. A, 1/10, A-36
b. A, 2/5, A-30
c. B, 1/10, A-32
d. B, 1/10, A-36
3. A, 2/6, B-42. After gaining 4 yards, A33 gets up and is limping. The Umpire stops the clock for an
injured player. After 15 seconds, A33 says that he is fine. Meanwhile, B18 requests and is granted a
timeout. (3-5-10a)
a. Because of B’s timeout, A33 may remain in the game
b. A33 may remain in the game if A requests a timeout
c. A33 must leave the game for at least one play
d. A33 may remain in the game if the injury was caused by a foul
4. A, 2/G, B-6. B26 enters the field to replace B84 who departs the field at the back of the end zone. (37-2)
a. Dead ball foul. A, 2/G, B-3
b. Live ball foul. A, 2/G, B-3
c. No foul

5. A, 2/10, A-25. A14 runs around the right end for 6 yards to the A-31. B25, realizing his team has only
10 players, enters the field during the down but does not contact anyone or influence the play. (3-7-6)
a. Illegal participation. A, 1/10, A-40
b. Illegal substitution. A, 2/5, A-30
c. Illegal substitution. A, 1/10, A-36
d. No foul. A, 3/4, A-31
6. K, Try, R-3. K requests the ball to be placed in the center for a kick try. R86 encroaches before the
snap. K accepts the penalty and requests the ball be moved to the right hash. (4-3-7)
a. K must snap from the center of the field
b. The request is granted and the ball is moved to the right hash
7. End of game with the score tied 21 – 21. Team R failed to score in their 1st overtime series. K has 3/6
at the R-10. K6 is in position to kick a field goal with K14 as the holder at the R-17. K14 takes the
snap and without rising, throws a pass to K84 who scores. (4-2-2a, 4.2.2Ac)
a. K touchdown. K wins, 27 – 21
b. No score. Teams proceed to the next overtime series. Score: 21 – 21
c. No score. Illegal pass, K, 4/18, R-22
d. No score. K, 4/13, R-17
8. A, 2/10, A-22. After the first down play, A86 enters the game and replaces A26 who departs the
game. The umpire stops the clock when he sees B62 is injured. A26 then comes back on the field to
replace A86. (3-7-3)
a. Foul for illegal participation
b. Foul for illegal substitution
c. Legal because the Umpire stopped the clock
9. K, 4/7, R-30. K14 attempts a field goal that is partially blocked behind the line by R42 and recovered
by K91 at the R-26 yard line. K91 advances to the R-20. (4-2-2-d2)
a. K, 1/10, R-20. The ball remains live
b. R, 1/10, R-26. The ball is dead when K91 recovered it
10. K, 4/12, K-33. K6 receives the snap and kicks the ball. Just after the snap, K56 grasps and twists the
facemask of R67. R22 catches the kick at the R-30 and is tackled at the R-32. (3-4-3c, 9-4-3h)
a. Facemask penalty. K, 4/27, K-18, Clock starts on the ready
b. Facemask penalty. K, 1/10, R-47, Clock starts on the ready
c. Facemask penalty, R, 1/10, R-45, Clock starts on the snap
d. Facemask penalty, R, 1/10, R-47, Clock starts on the snap
11. A, 3/10, A-15. A16 is calling signals with 40 seconds remaining in the first half, when A62 false starts.
(3-4-6, 3.4.6 Comment)
a. A, 3/15, A-10. Clock starts on the snap
b. A, 3/15, A-10. Starting the clock is at the option of team B
c. A, 3/15, A-10. Clock starts on the ready

12. A, 3/12, B-20. A17 is back to pass and scrambles to the B18 and throws a pass to A88 at the B6. A88
runs into the end zone for a touchdown. Time for the second period expires during the play. (3-3-4b3)
a. A, 4/15, B-23. Extend the period for an untimed down because of the penalty
b. Touchdown. A attempts a try from the B-3. Extend the period for the try
c. No touchdown. Period is over
13. A, 2/8, B-12. A12 takes the snap and pitches the ball backwards to A22 who runs around the right
end for a touchdown as time runs out for the second period. The B coach starts ranting and swearing
at the HL for missing a block in the back at the LOS. A does not want to enforce the penalty on the
try. B has the choice for the start of the second half. (3-3-6)
a. The Referee should remind the B coach before he makes the choice for the second half
b. If B chooses to receive, A will kickoff from the B-45.
c. If B chooses to kickoff, B will kick from the B-25
d. All the above.
14. During the first quarter, A23 is noticed wearing pants that do not cover his knees. (1-5-1e)
a. Official timeout
b. A23 shall be removed for at least one down, unless halftime or an overtime intermission occurs
c. A’s coach is penalized for his player with illegal equipment
d. All the above
e. a and b
15. During the pregame inspection of the field, the officials note the placement of the pylons. They are
placed at the inside corner of the sidelines and the goal lines and at the inside corner of the sidelines
and the endlines. In addition, pylons are placed at the intersection of the hash marks extended and:
(1-2-4)
a. The endlines
b. 3 feet beyond the endlines
c. a or b
16. A, 3/7, B-35. A14 runs to the B-32 and throws a forward pass to A88. A88 evades a tackle and runs
for a touchdown as time for the second period expires. (3-3-4b, 3-3-4A)
a. Touchdown. A try from the B-3
b. A, 4/9, B-37. Untimed down
c. If B accepts the penalty, the half is over
17. A, 1/10, A-24. A10 throws a forward pass over the middle toward A89. The ball strikes the Umpire
and bounds into the air and is caught by A44 at the A-32. A44 is tackled at the A-40. (4-2-2e3, 4.1.5)
a. A, 1/10, A-40
b. Treat the ball hitting the Umpire as an inadvertent whistle and replay the down
c. A, 2/2, A-32
18. K, 4/8, K-15. K8 kicks the ball high and short. At the K-25, R23 signals for a fair catch but muffs the
ball. R44 recovers the ball at the K-20 and runs into the end zone for a touchdown. (4-2-2g, 4.2.2F)
a. Touchdown for R
b. R, 1/10, K-20
c. R, 1/10, K-25
d. Replay the down

19. A, 2/6, B-14. A42 is running up the middle when B66 attempts to tackle A42 at the B-10. During the
attempt, B66’s helmet pops off and A42 breaks free and scores a touchdown. (4-2-2k, 4.2.2K)
a. Touchdown for A. A try at B-3
b. Play is stopped for the helmet coming off. A, 3/2, B-10
c. Penalize A for knocking B’s helmet off. A, 2/17, B-25
20. A, 2/6, B-24. A16 is scrambling to the right side trying to find a receiver. With no one open, he throws
a backward pass from the B-26 that lands out of bounds at the B-30. (4-3-1)
a. Delay of game. A, 3/12, B-30. Clock starts on the snap
b. Intentional grounding. A, 3/13, B-31. Clock starts on the ready
c. Legal play. A, 3/12, B-30. Clock starts on the snap
21. A, 3/6, B44. A12 throws a forward pass to A80. B26 commits pass interference on A80 at the B-36,
intercepts the pass and is tackled at the B-35. (3-4-2)
a. B, 1/10, B-35. Clock starts on the snap.
b. A, 1/10, B-29. Clock starts on the ready
c. A, 1/10, B-36. Clock starts on the ready
d. A, 1/10, B-29. Clock starts on the snap
22. A, 3/6, B-12. A14 throws a forward pass to A82. B26 steps in front of A82 and intercepts the pass at
the B-3. As he is running toward the sideline, he is hit and fumbles. The ball hits the goal line pylon.
(4-2-2b, 4-3-1, 8-4-2b)
a. B, 1/10, B-3
b. Touchback, B, 1/10, B-20
c. Incomplete pass. A, 4/6, B-12
d. Safety. B, Free kick, B-20
23. K, 4/10, K-23. K leads 21-20 with less than 2 minutes remaining in the game. K8’s punt is very short
and R23 signals for and makes a fair catch at the K-40. A chooses to snap from the right hash.
During the next play, B12 commits DPI against A88, and B15 intercepts the ball at the B-28. (4-1-2c)
a. A, 1/10, B-25. A must snap from the right hash
b. B, 1/10, B-28
c. A, 1/10, B-25. A may have the ball placed in the middle for a free kick to possibly score a field goal
24. K, 4/8, K-24. K6 kicks a short punt. R17 signals for a fair catch but muffs the kick at the K-35. The ball
rolls to the K-22 where it is recovered by K16 who advances to the K-30. (3-4-3c, 3.4.3E)
a. K, 1/10, K-30. Clock starts on the ready
b. K, 1/10, K-30. Clock starts on the snap
c. K, 1/10, K-22. Clock starts on the snap
25. K, Kickoff, K-40. K12’s kick is caught by R22 at the R-14 and returned to the R-30. During the kick,
R56 blocked K40 below the waist at the R-48. (3-4-2b, 3.4.2B)
a. R, 1/10, R-30. Clock starts on the snap
b. K, kick, R-45. Clock starts when kick is legally touched
c. K. kick, R-45. Clock starts on the ready
d. a or c
e. a or b

